It would be an interesting experiment to narrate the history of Rome in one and the same book in several different ways, regarding that history in each case from a single standpoint.
Thus would be secured that unity of view which it is impossible for the ordinary text-book to maintain. What, we may ask ourselves, would be our varied angles from which successively to approach the history of the Roman Republic ?' Here there is wide scope for the expression of a teacher's personality; my own chapters would be written round some such headings as:
i. The Roman and the land.
The Roman army.
I have in this paper limited myself to a consideration of the Republican period as being that part of Roman history which is most frequently studied.
But within the same framework the story would be prolonged to embrace the history of the early empire. It will be unnecessary in this brief paper to outline the way in which the remaining themes might be treated. It is obvious that we must try to give to our students some connected view of the relation of the senate to the constitutional executive of the 
